Correction: In the article “Inhibition of Autophagy Induction Delays Neuronal Cell Loss Caused by Dysfunctional ESCRT-III in Frontotemporal Dementia” by Jin-A Lee and Fen-Biao Gao, which appeared on pages 8506 – 8511 of the July 1, 2009 issue, there is an error on page 8509. The authors stated that “Electron microscopy revealed a number of autophagosomes in neurons from E7.5 mSnf7-2 knock-out embryos, suggesting that depletion of ESCRT in vivo also causes defects in the autophagy pathway (Fig. 3F).” The correct statement that matches with the figure legend is as follows: “Electron microscopy revealed a number of autophagosomes in cells of E6.5 mSnf7-2 knock-out embryos, suggesting that depletion of ESCRT in vivo also causes defects in the autophagy pathway (Fig. 3F).”